
Centerpiece™

VENEER COLLECTION



What does your workspace say about you? Centerpiece sends a message 
that brand, culture and quality are your top priorities. Hand-selected 
hardwood veneer. Skilled craftsmanship. Tailored desk and storage 
configurations. With an unwavering attention to detail, Centerpiece  
clearly reflects your taste for the finer things. This collection of office  
suite essentials helps you tackle any job elegantly and efficiently. 

 
QUALITY IS FRONT AND CENTER



ENDURING BEAUTY



The distinction between expected and extraordinary  
is in the materials. Rich veneer worksurfaces protected 
by a multi-step finishing process. Elegant glass doors. 
Polished Aluminum handles. These elements make  
your work environment a work of art, combining 
warmth, texture and a touch of elegance to create 
enduring beauty.

A MATERIAL DIFFERENCE

FINISH SELECTION

Natural Maple Harvest Pinnacle

Cognac Shaker Cherry

Bourbon Cherry

Bridge Handle Beam Handle Flat Edge

Mahogany Mocha

FPO



PLANNING FOR PRODUCTIVITY



Centerpiece is proof that attractive can 
also be productive. From private offices to 
teaming stations, Centerpiece offers the 
layout flexibility to accommodate any work 
style. Invite teamwork. Support organization. 
Encourage productivity. Centerpiece 
empowers everyone to do their best work.

CENTERED AROUND  
THE WAY YOU WORK



LEADING BY EXAMPLE



Centerpiece helps leaders take care of everything  
on their plates. Storage solutions to stay organized.  
Sit-to-stand desks to maintain a healthier workstyle. 
Tables to host private meetings. This versatile collection 
can create any desired layout, and the upscale details 
such as rich hardwood veneer and glass doors reflect  
a higher level of style and success. 

STAY IN TOTAL CONTROL



WORKING BETTER TOGETHER



How do you bring people together while maintaining 
their independence? With smart teaming layouts 
enabled by the adaptable collection of Centerpiece 
desks, tables and storage elements. Create an upscale 
look and feel, enable constant communication, clearly 
define boundaries and provide space for personal 
storage. It’s the best way to bring a team together, 
while still respecting each individual. 

BALANCE PRIVACY  
AND INTERACTION



ENCOURAGING INTERACTION



Important presentations. Impromptu connections. 
Individual focus. Whether it’s a private office, dedicated 
or shared meeting space, Centerpiece tables serve many 
functions. Quickly pull the group together. Plug into the 
worksurface power grommet. Serve everyone with a 
matching hospitality credenza. It’s everything you need  
to add style and productivity to any meeting space.

SUPPORT ANY OCCASION

Training 
1:00 pm



CONFIDENCE WITHOUT COMPROMISE
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THE BEST GETS BETTER
You opted for high quality veneer for a reason. It gives you  

the high-class look that speaks volumes about your style, but it 
also shows off your practical side. The stunning hardwood  

veneer is protected by an advanced finishing process for lasting 
beauty, and every aspect of Centerpiece is protected by the  

HON Full Lifetime Warranty. It’s the strongest warranty in the 
industry, ensuring plenty of “oohs and ahhs” for years to come.  


